
YOUR 
BATHROOM



PURE FREUDE
AN WASSER.

Life-giving, universal, joyful - water itself is the source of 
inspiration for the whole of our distinctive product portfolio.

Each of these products is always based on our four core 
values: Quality, Technology, Design and Sustainability. 
Balancing these in everything we do allows us to deliver 
unrivalled water enjoyment to our customers.





QUALITY TECHNOLOGY
From the first design sketch to the final product to 
after-sales services: Our customers can rely on our 
Made in Germany sense of perfectionism.

“No.1 most trusted brand in the sanitary industry” 
– Wirtschaftswoche, 2017

We constantly drive innovation to enrich your everyday 
water experience, delivering smart solutions on the 
path of the digitization of water.

“Top 50 companies to change the world“  
– Fortune Magazine, 2017



DESIGN SUSTAINABILITY
Our highly awarded design DNA’s recipe for success  
is simple: Merging the contemporary and the timeless 
into products that feel like they were designed just  
for you.

Over 400 design awards won since 2003 

Water is our passion. We care about every drop and  
our CSR commitment goes even beyond this one 
element alone: We strive to protect all of our planet’s 
resources for future generations.

CSR Award winner of the German Government, 2017 





GROHE’s experts announce the innovative quality of their work in so-called 
“Moments of Truth”. These are the moments when the end-user becomes 
aware of the tangible benefits that the product offers, as well as the 
achievement that it represents, for the very first time. At these times, all the 
efforts that have gone into research, development, production and refinement 
result in genuine delight and authentic satisfaction for the customer.

GROHE SILKMOVE

Smoothest handling for effortless 
precision and ultimate comfort for 
a lifetime.

GROHE STARLIGHT

Made to last surfaces that shine like 
a diamond.

GROHE COOLTOUCH

No scalding on hot surfaces thanks 
to 100% GROHE CoolTouch®.

GROHE DREAMSPRAY

Innovative quality showers for luxurious 
revitalisation and wellbeing.

GROHE TURBOSTAT

Always the right temperature, for 
utmost convenience and safety.

GROHE ZERO

No contact of water with lead and nickel 
due to isolated inner water ways.

GROHE QUICKFIX/ QUICKFIX PLUS*

Faster, easier and hassle-free, GROHE 
QuickFix cuts installation time by up 
to 50%.

* GROHE QuickFix comes with full-threaded nut.
   GROHE QuickFix Plus comes with half-threaded nut.

MOMENTS
OF TRUTH
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GROHE
FOR YOUR BATHROOM

Our Bathrooms have the widest range of products 
for all your needs. GROHE bathroom fittings unite 
award-winning design with the finest materials 
and latest industry-leading technologies.  

Every collection offers a wide choice of typologies 
to complement the latest bathroom tapware and 
showers to your personal styling preferences.



Basin not available in Australia
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The perfect bathroom is all about you, with every 
detail just as you want it. Today’s bathroom is a 
place to realise your unique taste and express 
your personality, making every moment you 
spend there a delight. At GROHE we believe in 
providing a full bathroom experience, one where 
form perfectly matches function, and where you 
have the freedom to express your own design 
style. That is why we have created a carefully 
curated range of colors and finishes for all 
touchpoints in the bathroom.

Whatever your signature style, there is a GROHE 
colour to make your vision a reality, with true 
consistency across every element, from tapware 
to showers, and accessories, making your 
scheme totally seamless. Nothing is left to chance 
and the choice is entirely up to you, giving 
you total freedom to design a bathroom that 
effortlessly embodies your true self.

FREEDOM OF CHOICE
EXPERIENCE YOUR PERSONAL
BATHROOM COLLECTION BY GROHE



Basin not available in Australia
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GROHE COLOUR
COLLECTION

Basin not available in Australia



HARD GRAPHITE

AN URBAN
DYNAMIC STYLE
Contrast or camouflage: A perfect 
partner for elegant pairings with pure 
white or blending with tone-on-tone 
environments. It works well with  
mid-tone environments such as 
concrete or light wood.

BRUSHED NICKEL

THE NATURAL
HARMONIC STYLE
The natural feel. Use our Brushed 
Nickel finishes where high quality 
combines with organic elements to 
deliver clear-headed purity and natural 
warmth. Harmonises with stone, 
light concrete or marble.

BRUSHED COOL SUNRISE

AN EXQUISITE
STATEMENT
Make a statement with Brushed Cool 
Sunrise. It evokes sophistication and 
classic luxury, bringing a modern yet 
vintage charm to life. Coordinate with 
dark, light or white interiors.
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GROHE PVD 
UNRIVALLED, HARD AND
SCRATCH RESISTANT

Made-to-last surfaces ranging from precious matte 
to shiny like a diamond GROHE faucets are made 
to look as beautiful decades on as they did on the day you 
first fell in love with them. Our special recipe for success 
lies in our long-lasting surface quality. GROHE uses 
state-of-the-art technology to deliver exceptional quality 
finishes. The physical vapour deposition (PVD) process 
ensures that the surface composition is three times harder, 
delivering a glistening gold or sophisticated brushed nickel 
finish. As well as being harder, the surface is also ten 
times more scratch resistant, so it can be cherished fo 
a lifetime. When it comes to a good design strategy, the 
choice of colors plays a vital part. But not only the color, 
the quality of the finish is equally important. Especially
in the world of bathroom and kitchen solutions and

where surfaces ought to last for a long time, excellent, 
highly resistant finishes distinguish good products from 
great ones. GROHE’s aspiration to always produce only 
the best drove us to choose a special technology that 
assures, not simply the best, most brilliant colours, but 
a durable coating of the highest quality. Our aim: to offer 
our consumers longlasting water enjoyment. Next to 
the resistance of the material, it was also about the look 
of the colour itself: we wanted to make Brushed Hard 
Graphite as dark grey as possible and give our golden 
finishes the brilliance they deserve. That was the task 
for our technology team. In close collaboration with  
the GROHE design team, they achieved exceptional  
results working with a great new technology: PVD.



NickelNickel

Chrome

BrassBrass

GROHE StarLight 
Chrome

GROHE PVD 
10 x more scratch resistant 
3 x more surface hardness
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GROHE COLOUR
BATHROOM

GROHE colour will make your vision a reality. With true 
consistency across every element, from taps to showers 
right down to the details of accessories, making your 
scheme totally seamless.



29 133 A01 + 23 842 000
29 133 GN1 + 23 842 000
29 133 EN1 + 23 842 000
Essence New Wall mounted basin mixer set
+separate concealed body
Projection 230mm 
WELS 5 star, 6ltrs/min
** Also available as wall mounted bath mixer set

29 134 EN1 + 23 842 000
29 134 A01 + 23 842 000
29 134 GN1 + 23 842 000
Essence New wall mounted basin mixer set
+separate concealed body
Projection 183mm 
WELS 5 star, 6ltrs/min

23 860 EN1
23 860 A01
23 860 GN1
Essence New curved spout basin mixer 
WELS 6 stars, 4.5 ltrs/min

23 488 EN1
23 488 A01
23 488 GN1
Essence New gooseneck basin mixer 
WELS 5 star, 6ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®

19 285 EN0 + 32 963 001
19 285 A01 + 32 963 001
19 285 GN0 + 32 963 001
Essence New Shower/bath mixer with diverter
+ Separate concealed body 

19 286 EN0 + 32 962 001
19 286 A00 + 32 962 001
19 286 GN0 + 32 962 001
Essence New Shower/bath mixer 
+ Separate concealed body 

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

NEW COLOURS

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise

13 392 EN1
13 392 A01
13 392 GN1
Essence New bath spout
Projection 220mm 
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NEW COLOURS

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise

GROHE
StarLight®

26 629 EN0
26 629 A00
26 629 GN0
Rainshower Cosmopolitan Overhead
with 142mm ceiling arm
WELS 3 Star, 9ltrs/min

26 626 EN0
26 626 A00
26 626 GN0
Rainshower Cosmopolitan Overhead
with 380mm wall arm
WELS 3 Star, 9ltrs/min

26 475 EN0
26 475 A00
26 475 GN0
Rainshower SmartActive Dual Shower 
+ rough in kit + 26 484 000 
With 400mm wall arm 
2 spray patterns: PureRain, ActiveRain 
WELS 3 stars, 9ltrs/min

29 138 EN1
29 138 A01
29 138 GN1
Grohetherm SmartControl 
Thermostat with three buttons 
+ rough in kit +35 602 000

26 623 EN0
26 623 A00
26 623 GN0
SmartActive Rail Shower
with GROHE EasyReach Tray
Rail 570-630mm
WELS 3 star, 9ltrs/min

29 137 EN1
29 137 A01
29 137 GN1
Grohetherm SmartControl 
Thermostat with two buttons 
+ rough in kit +35 602 000
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Sink not available in Australia



40 365 EN1
40 365 A01
40 365 GN1
Essentials Towel Ring

40 689 EN1
40 689 A01
40 689 GN1
Essentials Toilet Roll Holder without cover

40 802 EN1
40 802 A01
40 802 GN1
Essentials Double Towel Rail 600mm

40 364 EN1
40 364 A01
40 364 GN1
Essentials Robe hook

NEW COLOURS

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise

GROHE
StarLight®

30 371 EN0
30 371 A00
30 371 GN0
Essence New Sink Mixer high spout
With pull out dual spray
WELS 6 star, 4.5 ltrs/mi

30 372 EN0
30 372 A00
30 372 GN0
Essence New Sink Mixer Gooseneck
WELS 4 star, 7.5 ltrs/mi
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Purist, simple and yet extravagent. Clean, square and yet round. Timeless, classic and yet modern. The GROHE 
Grandera® collection reconciles traditional opposites in one harmonious design. The result is an exceptionally diverse 
collection of extremely durable tapware, showers and accessories.

Basin not available in Australia

GROHE
GRANDERA®



23 321 000
Basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®

26 535 000
Overhead shower 200
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

19 162 000* + 23 319 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 234mm
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
*Also available as a wall mounted bath mixer set

19 920 000 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer
with diverter
+ separate concealed body

19 932 000 + 33 962 001
Shower/bath mixer
+ separate concealed body

23 536 000
Extended basin mixer 
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

29 143 000 + 23 319 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 177mm
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

GROHE
QuickFix®
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Perfectly balanced proportions on the outside and technically advanced on the inside – Allure unites inherent 
beauty with unmatched performance. Cylindrical bodies rise from square and rectangular base plates adding to its 
minimalist appeal. Tapware and fittings in this GROHE SPA® collection illustrate our commitment to unrivalled quality  
in the bathroom.

Basin not available in Australia

GROHE
ALLURE



29 202 000** + 33 769 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 220mm
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min
**Also available as a wall mounted bath mixer set

19 317 000 + 33 962 000
Shower/bath mixer 
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)

13 386 000 + 45 984 001
Bath spout floor mounted
+ separate concealed body

29 166 000
Basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®

23 534 000
Basin mixer
U-spout
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®

19 315 000 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer
with diverter 
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)

29 166 000  + 33 769 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 172mm
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

*With reference to GROHE international variant (19 317 000, 19 315 000)
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Classic lifestyle, gently interpreted. For people who are attracted by clear, visually pleasing designs, GROHE  
Essence brings aesthetics without pretension. Time and again GROHE Essence uses the cylindrical form in exciting  
ways. An artful play of shapes recurs.

Basin and vanity not available in Australia

GROHE
ESSENCE NEW



23 862 001
Extended height basin mixer
WELS 6 stars, 4.5 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix

23 488 001
Gooseneck basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix® Plus

32 215 001
Basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix® Plus

23 860 001
Curved Spout Basin Mixer
WELS 6 stars, 4.5 ltrs/min

19 285 001 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer 
with diverter
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)

29 258 001 + 32 962 001
Shower/bath mixer
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)

29 133 001** + 23 842 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 230mm
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
** Also available as a wall  

mounted bath mixer set

133 392 001
Wall mounted bath spout
Projection 220mm

29 134 001 + 23 842 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 183mm
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

29 280 001 + 29 281 000
Wall Top Assemblies

20 596 001
Basin set with separate  
concealed body 
Pressure-proof flexible connection  
hoses between spout and side  
valves union nut 1/2" X 10.5mm
WELS 5 Star, 6 ltrs/ min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

*With reference to GROHE international variant (19 286 001, 19 285 001)

GROHE
QuickFix®
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Designed to complement every shape, the new GROHE Linare range suites both round & square designs. The combination 
of two simple geometric shapes: the cylindrical bodies and rectangular forms of the handle and spout create beautiful, 
harmonious compositions. Lineare offers the ultimate in flexibility when it comes to bathroom design choices.

GROHE
LINEARE NEW

Basin not available in Australia



GROHE
QuickFix®
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29 135 001 + 32 635 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set M size
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 149mm
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

29 171 001 + 23 842 000
Wall mounted bath mixer set 
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 207mm

23 839 001 + 23 842 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set L size
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 207mm
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

29 170 001 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer
with diverter
+ separate concealed body

29 169 001 + 32 962 001
Shower/bath mixer
+ separate concealed body

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

*With reference to GROHE international variant (19 296 000, 19 297 000)

32 252 001
Basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®

23 861 001
Extended basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min



Design that flows. A great bathroom design adapts naturally to real life – without losing its character. This new, 
completely revised range suits people who want to effortlessly match price and performance with design.

Basin not available in Australia

GROHE
EUROSMART NEW



19 450 002 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer 
with diverter
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)
Available with 120mm 
extended lever

29 241 002 + 32 962 001
Shower/bath mixer
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)
Available with 120mm 
extended lever

33 161 002
Basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min
with GROHE QuickFix®
Available with 120mm and 170mm 
extended levers

*With reference to GROHE international variant (19 451 002, 19 450 002)

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®
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Inviting design. The formal beauty of the cylinder and the softness of circular elements are perfectly expressed in  
the Concetto range. Take pleasure in the harmony and perfect ergonomics of precisely drawn lines, angles and curves. 
Concetto is a unique expression of pure style. A brilliant feature is the strikingly angled operating lever, subtly inviting 
you to reach out and touch. The space between pure aesthetics and optimum functionality is bridged brilliantly by the 
finish of the GROHE Starlight® surfaces.

Basin not available in Australia

GROHE
CONCETTO



32 253 001
Basin mixer
with GROHE QuickFix®
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

29 132 001** + 23 842 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ separate concealed body
Projection: 147mm
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min
**Also available as a wall mounted bath mixer set

19 346 001 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer 
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)

19 345 001 + 32 962 001
Shower/bath mixer
+ separate concealed body
(Exclusive in ANZ*)

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

*With reference to GROHE international variant (19 345 001, 19 346 001)
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Lends an air of balance and harmony. BauEdge’s modern silhouette of the lever handle is pitched at an angle 
of seven degrees for comfortable use without compromising the clarity of its form.

Basin not available in Australia

GROHE
BAUEDGE



19 586 000 + 32 963 001
Shower/bath mixer
with diverter

19 587 000 + 32 962 001
Shower/bath mixer
+ separate concealed body

GROHE
StarLight®
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29 219 000 + 23 842 000
Wall mounted bath mixer set
+ seperate concealed body
Projection 171mm

13 393 000
Wall mounted bath spout
Projection 140mm

29 220 000 + 23 842 000
Wall mounted basin mixer set
+ seperate concealed body
Projection 171mm
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

23 176 000
Basin mixer
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min



Create your personal hydrotherapy shower and use all
the physical properties of water to create a new sensation 
every day. Large or extra-large; fitted flush to the ceiling or 
wall mounted; GROHE showers come in all shapes, styles 
and sizes – each one designed with your satisfaction and 

enjoyment in mind. A gentle Rain Spray for rinsing off 
soap or a body scrub, a focused Jet Spray to help relax 
tense muscles. With GROHE showers the choice is at  
your fingertips. 

GROHE SHOWERS
REVITALISE YOUR
BODY, MIND AND SOUL





GROHE SmartControl Concealed 
systems: hidden technology, 
installed behind the wall for  
a clean, minimalistic look and  
more freedom of space.

Enter the world of GROHE  
and find your perfect shower.

Designed to make a statement in your 
bathroom, Grohe Exposed systems 
can be installed with minimum fuss 
for maximum effect.

JOY OF  
SHOWERING

CONCEALED 
SHOWERS

EXPOSED 
SHOWERS

GROHE SHOWERS
THE SYSTEMS



GROHE hand showers are the perfect balance of 
outstanding quality, cutting-edge technology and  
award-winning design. Their unique and inspiring  
designs are guaranteed to enhance your bathroom.

A stunning range of overhead showers that offer an 
exciting choice of spray patterns, shapes and sizes.

OVERHEAD 
SHOWERS

HAND 
SHOWERS
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GROHE SHOWERS
THE SPRAYS

PURERAIN SPRAY 
The new and improved Rain spray 
with larger and softer droplets for 
a more luxurious showering 
experience.

ACTIVERAIN SPRAY
Innovative spray to loosen up  
tense muscles or rinse shampoo 
out of your hair.

RAIN SPRAY
Wide and luxurious – a soft, 
delicate pattern to soothe the  
skin. Mimicking warm summer 
rain, the spray provides a full  
and even coverage.

JET SPRAY
A focused circular spray, which 
delivers a refreshing burst of 
water. Ideal for stimulating the 
skin or simply cleaning the 
bathtub or shower.



MASSAGE SPRAY
A pulsating spray pattern for  
a stimulating massage. Gives 
a unique and invigorating all-over 
massage.

TRIOMASSAGE SPRAY
The combination of the renowned 
Bokoma spray and two Massage  
sprays gives you a head and 
shoulder massage in one 
combined spray. 

ENJOY VARIETY –  
REJUVENATION OR RELAXATION? 
Our unique design distributes the same amount of 
water to each and every nozzle, resulting in an even 
spray. So whatever pattern suits your mood – Normal, 
Pure, Jet, Rain or Massage – you’re guaranteed 

that it will be an all-over exhilarating experience. 
The new sprays, GROHE PureRain spray, GROHE 
Bokoma spray and ActiveRain spray, are just the 
latest examples of GROHE DreamSpray technological 
innovation.

BOKOMA SPRAY
Eight dynamic spray nozzles 
create a ‘breathing’ effect, 
recreating the tension-relieving 
sensation of a fingertip massage.
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What do we mean by SmartControl? It’s when you can effortlessly influence every aspect of your shower, leaving you 
free to simply relish the moment. SmartControl is the intuitive control over temperature, water flow and different spray 
patterns, all happening without a moment’s thought, to simply deliver your perfect shower experience.

GROHE SmartControl Concealed: hidden technology, installed behind the wall for a clean, minimalistic look and more 
freedom of space. It comes in two different shapes round or square.

GROHE SmartControl Exposed: designed to make a statement in your bathroom, GROHE SmartControl exposed  
can be installed with minimum fuss for maximum effect.

GROHE
SMARTCONTROL
PUSH, TURN, SHOWER







GROHTHERM 
SMARTCONTROL  
100 % CONTROL 
HIDDEN IN ONE 
SMART BUTTON

Enjoying a refreshing and personalised shower has  
never been easier. Just push the button to choose your 
preferred shower spray and enjoy. Switch whenever  
you like between a light, refreshing shower spray or a 
powerful, stimulating Jet spray – or simply choose a 
revitalising hand shower. Perhaps you’d prefer two sprays 
at the same time? No problem, just activate both buttons. 

And showering with GROHE SmartControl is even 
smarter... the innovative GROHE SmartControl technology 
offers spray selection and volume adjustment in one. Turn 
the GROHE ProGrip handle and alter the water flow to get 
just the right amount. Your preferred volume setting is  
set – perfect for a short shower pause or for your next 
shower. Smooth and intuitive controls, operated directly 
from the main shower unit, mean operation is simple and 
easy for the entire family. Now that’s smart.
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TECHNOLOGY 
BEHIND THE WALL:
INTELLIGENTLY DESIGNED
INTUITIVELY CONTROLLED

The design of GROHE SmartControl Concealed goes far beyond the merely 
functional. Its slim and streamlined look fits beautifully in every bathroom. 
The 10mm thin wall plates make the GROHE SmartControl Concealed trim 
sets in both round and square are elegant and space saving.

29 229 000 + 35 602 000
Grohtherm SmartControl 
Thermostat with two buttons

29 240 000 + 35 602 000
Grohtherm SmartControl 
Thermostat with three buttons

35 602 000
Rapido Smartbox
Universal rough-in box ½”
Installation depth 75-105mm

SafeStop SafeStop
Plus

GROHE
StarLight

GROHE
Turbostat

29 137 000 + 35 602 000
Grohtherm SmartControl  
Thermostat with two buttons

29 138 000 + 35 602 000
Grohtherm SmartControl  
Thermostat with three buttons

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise
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The Raishower 310 SmartActive has so much to offer 
that it’s hard to know where to begin. Slim and 
minimalistic, it fits in every bathroom with its modern 
cosmopolitan look. Showering becomes a pleasure to 
look forward to every day, thanks to the generous 
proportions of the showerhead plus two different 

shower patterns that allow you to choose between a 
soft and soothing GROHE PureRain spray and the new 
stimulating GROHE ActiveRain – or a combination of 
both. Together with SmartControl Concealed the 
Rainshower 310 SmartActive round or square offers  
the perfect match.

GROHE ActiveRain to wash out 
shampoo and revitalise skin and scalp – 
distinguished by a different nozzle shape

Improved 
SpeedClean nozzles

GROHE StarLight 
chrome plated 
spray plate

GROHE PureRain 
spray for a soft, 
refreshing shower

RAINSHOWER 310 
SMARTACTIVE
YOUR NEW FAVOURITE  
SHOWER EXPERIENCE







26 484 000
Rough-In kit for overhead shower

26 475 000
Rainshower SmartActive Dual Shower 
+ rough in kit + 26 484 000
With 400mm wall arm
2 spray patterns: PureRain, ActiveRain
WELS 3 stars, 9ltrs/min

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise

26 479 000  
Rainshower SmartActive Dual Shower 
+ rough in kit + 26 484 000
With 400mm wall arm
2 spray patterns: PureRain, ActiveRain 
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

26 481 000 
Rainshower SmartActive Dual Shower  
+ rough in kit + 26 484 000
With 142mm ceiling arm
2 spray patterns: PureRain, ActiveRain 
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

GROHE
DreamSpray

GROHE
StarLight
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RAINSHOWER 360
SMARTCONTROL DUO 
TURN UP YOUR SHOWER 
EXPERIENCE

GROHE SmartControl Duo gives new meaning to the expression fingertip control. With three SmartControl 
buttons you can operate two overhead shower jets and a hand shower and choose between a soft, refreshing 
summer rain or a revitalising Massage spray. Or any combination you like. Turn the volume all the way up  
for an immersive experience or down to deliver a fine spray. Or choose the right degree of warmth for every 
water drop. All these options right at your fingertips.





THE 
SMARTER WAY 
TO ENJOY WATER 

GROHE PureRain/
GROHE Rain O2 
spray as preset 
function

GROHE StarLight 
spray plate

Improved  
SpeedClean nozzles

GROHE TrioMassage spray
The renowned Bokoma spray and two 
Massage sprays give you a head and 
shoulder massage in one combined spray



26 537 000
Rainshower® SmartControl 360 DUO
Thermostatic Shower System
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain/ 
GROHE Rain O2 spray* + TrioMassage
Hand shower sprays:
GROHE Rain/ GROHE Rain O2 spray
500mm shower arm
WELS 2 stars, 12 ltrs/min

26 254 000
Rainshower® 360 DUO Head shower set
including shower arm
Head shower sprays: GROHE PureRain/ 
GROHE Rain O2 spray* + TrioMassage
WELS 2 stars, 12 ltrs/min
Must be installed with below rough in kit

26 264 001
Rough-In kit for head shower
* Grohe PureRain or Grohe Rain O2 to be   
   decided at initial installation, factory default  
   setting Grohe PureRain

GROHE
DreamSpray

SafeStopGROHE
StarLight

GROHE
CoolTouch

GROHE
Turbostat

EasyReach SpeedCleanGROHE
Zero

XXL size head shower covers the entire body
GROHE SmartControl with intuitive flow control
GROHE CoolTouch body protects you from scalding
GROHE TurboStat ensures the water is always at the desired temperature
XL EasyReach tray to store shampoo and soap
Power&Soul® 115 hand shower with 1750mm SilverFlex shower hose and 
adjustable wall bracket

Enjoy a superior shower experience, full of innovative features.
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DISCOVER OUR RANGE OF  
OVERHEAD SHOWERS

Round or square? Large or small? Wall or ceiling-mounted? 
GROHE overhead showers come in all shapes and sizes to match your design and budget requirements.  
All designs feature GROHE DreamSpray® technology for a luxurious full spray and unbeatable showering  
enjoyment, while SpeedClean shower nozzles prevent the build-up of limescale.

Available on all Rainshower® metal overhead showers, our new and improved GROHE PureRain Spray has  
50% larger and softer droplets for a more luxurious showering experience. With GROHE DropStop function,  
overhead showers no longer drip after you have left the shower.



26 534 000
Ceiling mounted shower F-series 20”
508mm x 508mm,
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 2 stars, 12 ltrs/min

26 529 000
Overhead shower Allure 230
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

26 532 000
Overhead shower Rainshower® 400
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 2 stars, 12 ltrs/min

26 533 000
Ceiling mounted shower F-series 10”
254mm x 254mm,
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 2 stars, 12 ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

26 530 000
Overhead shower Rainshower® 210
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min

26 531 000
Overhead shower Rainshower® 310
Metal
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 3 stars, 9 ltrs/min
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GROHE
RAINSHOWER SMARTACTIVE

Start or end your day with a great shower experience, one that leaves you refreshed, relaxed and smiling. 
The new premium Rainshower SmartActive hand shower offers three great spray patterns. It comes in a choice of sleek, 
minimalist shapes and sizes. 

Switch effortlessly between the invigorating Rain spray, the stress busting ActiveMassage spray and the Jet spray. The 
GROHE SmartTip controller on the back of the shower head lets you switch between spray patterns with just one click.



26 612 000
Twin Shower System with Diverter
210mm Overhead Shower
1 spray pattern: Rain
Hand Shower 130mm
3 Spray; Rain, Jet, ActiveMassage
WELS 3 star, 9ltrs/min

26 623 000
Rail Shower Round: 130 set
3 Spray; Rain, Jet, ActiveMassage
WELS 3 star, 9ltrs/min

26 611 000
Twin Shower System with Diverter
230mm Overhead Shower
1 spray pattern: Rain
Hand Shower 130mm
3 Spray; Rain, Jet, ActiveMassage
WELS 3 star, 9ltrs/min

26 622 000
Rail Shower Square: 130 set
3 Spray; Rain, Jet, ActiveMassage
WELS 3 star, 9ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise
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GROHE
NEW TEMPESTA COSMOPOLITAN

With its crisp, cylindrical profile and chamfered detailing, New Tempesta Cosmopolitan is the ideal choice for 
modern, architectural bathrooms. Three hand shower models will enable you to find your perfect combination of spray 
patterns and are complemented by a four-spray head shower. For instant refreshment first thing in the morning or gentle 
relaxation at the end of the day, GROHE DreamSpray® technology ensures maximum showering enjoyment.



26 613 000              
Overhead shower set
4 spray pattern: Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
WELS Not Star Rated, 7.5ltrs/min

26 621 000
Rail Shower 100 set
4 spray patterns: Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
WELS Not Star rated, 7.5ltrs/min

26 667 000
Tempesta 250 Round Overhead Shower  
250mm Overhead Shower
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 3 Star, 9ltrs/min

26 618 000
Hand Shower 100 Set
4 spray patterns: Rain O2, Rain, Massage, Jet
WELS Not Star rated, 7.5ltrs/min

26 609 000
Twin Shower system with diverter
Overhead shower 200mm
1 spray pattern: Rain
Hand Shower 100
4 spray pattern: Rain, Rain O2, Rain
Massage, Jet
WELS 3 Star Rated, 9ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
DreamSpray®

**With reference to GROHE international variant (27 869 000)

26 686 000
Tempesta 250 Cube Overhead Shower  
250mm Overhead Shower
1 spray pattern: Rain
WELS 3 Star, 9ltrs/min
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Our full range of modern ‘cosmopolitan‘ and timeless 
‘contemporary‘ style tapware offers you exactly the right 
tapware to match your needs and your taste. And you will 
want your kitchen tapware to stay looking as good as the 
day it was installed. GROHE StarLight® chrome resists 
scratches and ensures a lifelong shiny finish.

THE SOURCE 
OF STYLE

High-quality materials, outstanding design and innovative 
technologies ensure that your GROHE tapware will last 
a lifetime. Our lever handles feature GROHE SilkMove® 
technology, making them extremely easy and precise to 
operate.

THE SOURCE 
OF TECHNOLOGY

Many of our models are available with pull-out sprays, 
a convenient and time-saving feature, either for rinsing 
salads, vegetables or for washing greasy pans. You will be 
amazed at the adaptability and flexibility of our range of 
professional sprays – to help make your life in the kitchen 
as easy as possible.

THE SOURCE 
OF CONVENIENCE

Water is used for drinking and cooking all over the world. 
We use running water in the kitchen around 100 times 
every day! We take it so much for granted that we often 
don’t think of water when we hear the word kitchen. 
We forget what has to work hardest in the kitchen: the 
kitchen tapware. A fixture that is used this frequently must 

naturally be durable and function perfectly every day. In 
addition, since kitchens are increasingly becoming living 
spaces, it also has to look great. That is why ergonomics, 
functionality, aesthetics and finishes are so important in 
GROHE kitchen tapware. In short, this is why we refer to 
GROHE in the kitchen as The Source of Living.

THE SOURCE
OF LIVING



Sink not available in Australia



Sink not available in Australia



Enhance your kitchen’s performance with the sleek, architectural Essence 
Professional tap, designed to bring professional features and convenience to 
you. From the 360 degree rotatable arm, to the effortless EasyDock magnetic 
system for the dual spray metal head, every detail has been designed with 
ease of use in mind. 

GROHE 
ESSENCE PROFESSIONAL

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
Zero

GROHE
EasyDock

30 370 000
Professional sink mixer
with dual spray
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min
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GROHE
ESSENCE NEW

Clean lines and cylindrical modern design make GROHE Essence the natural choice for today’s cosmopolitan kitchen. 
The extended comfortable spout height embodies minimalist beauty in its purist form, while the pull-out dual spray with 
toggle function allows for seamless switching between spray and regular water flow. This shows that great design does 
not have to compromise on functionality.

30 371 000
Sink mixer high spout 
with pull-out dual spray
WELS 6 stars, 4.5 ltrs/min
Available in Colours

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
EasyDockSink not available in Australia

30 372 000
Sink Mixer
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min
Available in Colours

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise

EN0 | EN1 
Brushed Nickel

A00 | A01 
Hard Graphite

GN0 | GN1 
Brushed Cool Sunrise



GROHE
CONCETTO

Making distinctive design accessible for all, Concetto is ideal for kitchens where style and practicality have to go  
hand-in-hand. Design-lovers will adore the distinctive silhouette based on a series of cylinders, while the hard-working 
cook will appreciate the finger-tip control and great performance.

31 117 003
Sink mixer with pull-out mousseur
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®Sink not available in Australia
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Simplicity is at the heart of good design and functionality. That’s why GROHE’s Eurosmart Cosmopolitan  
range focuses on the essentials to create a collection with durable details and architectural edge.

GROHE
EUROSMART COSMOPOLITAN

31 188 002
Sink mixer C-spout
WELS 5 stars, 6 ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®Sink not available in Australia



GROHE
EUROSMART NEW

Create a kitchen that the whole family can take pleasure in with the new GROHE Eurosmart. Effortless control, 
unrivalled performance and temperature-safe operation combine in a sleek contemporary design.

32 534 002
Sink mixer
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
Zero

30 317 000
Sink Mixer with pull out Dual Spray
WELS 4 stars, 7.5 ltrs/min

Sink and accessories not available in Australia
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The ergonomic angled lever makes it comfortable to use while the GROHE ZERO Technology ensures no contact 
of water with lead and nickel due to isolated inner water ways. GROHE SilkMove and GROHE StarLight meanwhile 
make sure it provides a lifetime of great performance.

GROHE 
SWIFT

30 363 000
Sink mixer 
WELS 4 stars, 7.5ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
SilkMove®

GROHE
ZeroSink not available in Australia



The benefits of Grohe Touchless.

Water Saving: Reliable, proven and precise sensor 
technology prevents water loss.

Design: The Euroeco Cosmopolitan E comes in a 
minimalistic modern format and chrome finish. This 
striking tap is an elegant modern addition to any public 
and semi-public area.

Hygiene: Touchless activation eliminates a potential 
source of cross contamination and spread of germs. 
The optimised inner waterways allow for perfect 
mixing of warm and cold water and cause less water 
stagnation in the tap.

Specific adjustments for every application: 
Detection range and shut-off delay can be adjusted 
depending on specific requirements.

TOUCHLESS REDEFINED
SENSOR TAPWARE
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GROHE
EUROECO COSMOPOLITAN E  
SENSOR TAP
The Cosmopolitan E series is the perfect solution for operators of public or commercially used washrooms.
The spout of the Euroeco mixer is designed at a 7 degree angle; this creates extra space below the flow control for 
washing hands and increases user comfort. The design is visually defined by the distinctive lozenge shape which can 
even be seen in the Infra Red sensor and is typical of the Cosmopolitan range of tapware from GROHE. Its simple 
elegance is enhanced by the seamless body, which makes it easy to clean.

121 570
Infrared basin mixer (6 V)
wall-mounted
without mixing device
projection: 170 mm 
WELS 6 stars, 4.5ltrs/min

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE
remote control

GROHE
CoolTouch®

GROHE
Sensor

GROHE
TurboStat®

LongLife 
Battery

Touchless

Adjust settings via:



GROHE INFRARED TECHNOLOGY
YOUR BENEFITS

Benefits for plumbers

Better access to settings and controls of taps

Intuitive activation and control of running times, flow rates, detection 
zones and other features 

Easier setting of functions such as automatic flush, cleaning mode and 
thermal disinfection

Faster and/or simultaneous setting of entire rows of tapware

Enhanced service quality and easier maintenance planning

Benefits for operators of sanitary facilities  
in public and commercial spaces

Reliable and durable technology with a variety of options to meet  
users needs

Full transparency whenever taps and flush systems are activated,  
meaning more opportunities to track and control use patterns

Enhansed safety and hygiene thanks to simplified settings for automatic 
flushing, thermal disinfection and cleaning stop function

More efficient and cost effective with easier maintanance

More sustainable thanks to lower water and electricity consumption

36 407 001
Remote control for all
GROHE infrared fittings
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Functional details. Many GROHE bathroom collections include a range of coordinated accessories, which reflects 
the design details and core values of the collection. Decorative and practical in equal measure – accessories afford 
the luxury of creating a cohesive bathing space.

GROHE ACCESSORIES
WIDE VARIETY



40 632 000
Toilet brush set

40 631 000
Robe hook

40 633 000
Grab rail

40 625 000
Toilet paper holder

40 629 000
Towel rail 600mm

40 630 000
Towel ring

40 628 000
Soap dish

40 626 000
Tumbler

40 627 000
Soap dispenser

GROHE
StarLight®

GROHE ACCESSORIES
GRANDERA®
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GROHE ACCESSORIES
ESSENTIALS

40 448 001
Soap dispenser with holder

40 447 001
Glass tumbler holder

40 385 001
Spare toilet roll holder

40 374 001
Toilet brush set

40 444 001
Soap dish with holder  

GROHE
StarLight®



40 689 001
Without cover

40 802 001
Double towel rail 600mm

40 799 001
Glass shelf 380mm

40 371 001
Double towel bar

40 688 001
Towel rail 450mm
40 366 001
Towel rail 600mm
40 386 001
Towel rail 800mm

40 365 001
Towel ring

40 800 001
Towel rack 550mm

40 364 001
Robe hook

40 367 001
Toilet roll holder
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GROHE ACCESSORIES
ESSENTIALS CUBE

40 756 001
Soap dispenser with holder

40 755 001
Glass tumbler holder

40 754 001
Soap dish with holder

GROHE
StarLight®



40 513 001
Toilet brush set

40 623 001
Spare toilet roll holder

40 507 001
Toilet roll holder

40 510 001
Towel ring

40 512 001
Multi-towel rack 558mm

40 509 001
Towel rail 600mm

40 511 001
Robe hook
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NOTES





GROHE AG

Feldmühleplatz 15

D - 40545 Düsseldorf

Germany

www.grohe.com.au 

www.facebook.com/Grohe-Australia

© 06/2021 – Copyright by GROHE

Visit any one of our 300 showrooms around Australia for all the latest products, concepts and inspiration to make your 
bathroom whatever you want it to be. And for the ultimate bathroom experience, go to one of our new bathroom life™  
stores where you will find the biggest range of leading Australian and international brands.
Call 1800 032 566 or visit www.reece.com.au for your nearest bathroom showroom. 
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